
Fall 2017 
Movie Schedule

FREE Entry
FREE Popcorn

LIONSun 10 SEPT
Recent release

Saroo, a five year old Indian boy gets lost in India and eventually 
adopted by an Australian family. Twenty-Five years later with only 
memories, determination and Google Earth he sets off to find 
his lost family and his first home. 6 Oscar nominations, beautiful 
cinematography and a true story. 

HIDDEN 
FIGURES

Sun 15 OCT
Recent release

The untold true story of three brilliant African-American women 
working at NASA who, while working against gender and colour 
biases, served as the brains behind the launch of astronaut John 
Glenn into orbit. It’s unabashedly sentimental and hugely popular.

FARGO
Sun 17 SEPT

Classic Film

An unsuccessful car salesman plans to wipe out his personal debts 
by hiring a pair of small-time, bung ling crooks to kidnap his wife 
then collect the ransom from her wealthy tightwad dad. An original 
crime story that’s quirky (what else, it’s the Cohen brothers?), 
violent and darkly funny.

KolyaSun 1 OCT
Foreign Film

Frank Louka, is a down-on-his-luck concert musician who agrees to a 
bogus marriage with a Russian woman for money. When she takes off 
and leaves behind her five year old son, Louka must take care of the 
boy. An unlikely union, they grow to become inseparable friends.

The Days of 
Wine and Roses

Sun 22 OCT
B&W Oldie Night

A 1962 starkly realistic portrait of alcoholism. Jack Lemmon and Lee 
Remick received Oscar nominations for their gripping portrayals of 
a tortured couple whose lives are ruined by booze. Black and white 
and grimly grey. I hope it’s not raining this night.

BEST IN SHOWSun 29 OCT
Classic comedy

In this wickedly funny “mockumentary” written by Christopher 
Guest and Eugene Levy, a motley crew of eccentrics prepares to 
take part in what is undoubtedly one of the greatest events of their 
lives - the highly competitive Mayflower Dog Show.

Sun 8 Oct Note: No movie 
scheduled due to Thanksgiving

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Fall 2017 schedule
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Sun Sept 24 Note: No movie 
scheduled due to Equinox Cafe

Great Movies at Britannia
Sundays 6:00 – 9:00 PM

I, DANIEL BLAKE
Sun 12 nOV
Recent release

After suffering a heart-attack, kind and generous working class 
hero Daniel must fight the nightmarish bureaucratic UK welfare 
system in order to receive his entitlements. Director Ken Loach 
presents a critical look at a system that often prevents - rather than 
helps - people get back on their feet.

THE FULL
MONTY

Sun 19 nOV
Comedy night

After losing his job at a Sheffield steel factory, Gaz and his friend 
Dave, desperate for money, recruit some friends and decide to 
create their own male strip-tease act “Hard Steel”.  The group 
promise that their show will succeed because they are willing to go 
“the Full Monty“. One of the English comedy greats.

THE HOST
Sun 26 nOV
Horror/comedy

Careless American military personnel dump chemicals into South 
Korea’s Han River. Several years later, a creature emerges from 
the tainted waters to terrorise local residents. When the creature 
abducts their daughter (Ah-sung Ko), a vendor (Song Kang-ho) and 
his family decide that they are the only ones who can save her.

A MAN  
CALLED OVE

Sun 3 DEC
Current release

Ove (Rolf Lassgård) is the classic angry old man next door. An 
isolated curmudgeon with strict routines, Ove has all but given up 
on life. After a boisterous young family moves in next door and 
accidentally flattens Ove’s mailbox, an unlikely friendship forms. A 
comical, heartwarming tale of unexpected friendship from Sweden.

The Good, The Bad 
& The Ugly

Sun 10 DEC
Western classic

In the Southwest during the Civil War, mysterious stranger, Joe (Clint 
Eastwood), Mexican outlaw, Tuco (Eli Wallach) and mercenary, Angel 
Eyes (Lee Van Cleef), search and compete for a buried cache of 
Confederate gold. One of the greatest and most influential Westerns 
of all time with an iconic soundtrack - well worth revisiting.

FANTASTIC 
MR FOX

Sun 5 nOV
Animation night

Based on the famous children’s novel by Roald Dahl, this animated 
classic tells the tale of the tricky and clever Mr Fox as he outwits his 
the neighbouring farmers to steal food from under their noses in 
order to feed his family. Directed by the amazing Wes Anderson.

Britannia Community Centre  at the  55+ Centre




